
AIRETM

ATTRACTIVE DESIGN.
EFFICIENT CHECK-INS.
AUTOMATED GUEST SERVICES. 

At just 11” wide, AIRE is the perfect addition to a customer-
centric aesthetic. This model guides users through simple 
instructions for hotel check-in, room assignment, and 
key dispension. Equipped with an automatic key card 
dispenser, passport reader, and user identity camera, AIRE’s 
performance is unmatched. Let AIRE take the struggle 
out of utilizing self-service technology to provide smooth, 
efficient guest services.

American Kiosks can offer a number of ready-to-go products 
which can help lower costs and reduce lead-times. We 
are committed to providing the highest quality products, 
services, and experiences for your current projects and 
future visions. We offer competitive timelines, capability 
for customization, and exceptional payment terms.

SIMPLIFY THE CHECK-IN PROCESS                 
& RELIEVE PRESSURE FROM STAFF.

MEET

KEYS TO OPERATIONAL SUCCESS

Talk to our team today at sales@americankiosks.com to learn more about AIRE, 
or visit www.americankiosks.com for a look at all our products. 

GUEST EXPERIENCECONVENIENCE

Allows guests to check in 
and have their questions 
answered without staff

Clear instructions and 
indicator lights guide users 

through self check-in

Passport 
scanner

User identity 
camera 

Card 
payments 
made 
easy

Bill recycler 
(Cash in/out) 

Room key 
dispenser 
and receipt 
printer

POWERED BY:

DESIGN

Sleek shape draws in 
users while custom vinyl 

showcases your brand

https://americankiosks.com/


Improve customer satisfaction through secure, efficient transactions.

AIRE (AR-2000)

www.americankiosks.com     |     (720) 882-0748     |     sales@americankiosks.com     |     Made in the USA

AIRE is a flexible and robust unit that turns heads in the self-service 
kiosk market. With hundreds of component combinations and the 
ability to be involved in the design process, our engineering team will 
work with you to create the soltuion that is right for you.

SPECIFICATIONS

Chrome OS 

Room Key Dispenser

Passport Reader

User Identity Camera

Bill Recycler 

Card Payment 

Microphone & Speaker

21.5”  Touchscreen Display 

Bar Code Scanner

STORM Assistive Interface
Pinpad (ADA)

Components

Dimensions

21.6” Depth 

18.3” Width

62.2” Height

350lbs Weight

https://americankiosks.com/

